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If governments did not so vigorously promote a growing population there would not be a
such problems.
Melbourne is so large and sprawling that just getting out of it is a serious task not to be
lightly undertaken. Colossal road systems through remnant bushland and rivers and parkland.
Extended travel rimes on roads at capacity, and roads gridlocked every time there is a traffic
accident on a freeway.
Parks overrun with people and dogs. Plastic grass and concrete replacing worn-out turf.
Environmental Infrastructure? This is a nonsense concept, double-speak, the kind of language
developers use to disguise their intentions. It implies there is an agenda in play to spend a lot
of taxpayer money on replacing ‘environment’ with ‘infrastructure’.
Australia was all parkland for at least 65,000 years and supported many inhabitants until
Europeans arrived, not long ago.
There is a great and urgent need to better protect what is left of our natural environments
everywhere. The Victorian government promised to build a large new western volcanic plains
grassland national park with developer levies to compensate for established native grassland
reserves given over to developers. Development boomed and much profit was generated for
developers, but no new big grassland park has appeared. So there is a national grassland park
awaiting completion. The public could be involved in replanting and weed control.
Unemployed people could be given useful work.
More money could be spent on upkeep of the natural features of our other parks and reserves,
instead of allowing ongoing degradation from weeds and feral animals, and abuse.
Instead of building housing and commercial enterprises in public parks and reserves why not
let private business build tourist accommodation, race tracks, etc. on private land, where the
costs and risks are allocated on a realistic and equitable basis?
I lived in a rural town for a while – lots of freely accessible natural spaces nearby – river and
riverside, bushland, and beaches. Melbourne has riverside, but not much of it is accessible or
pleasant due to the excessive encroachment of development, and water too dirty to immerse
yourself in unless you go well upstream. Traffic noise intrudes on everything. Bayside
beaches are contained by concrete, smothered in coarse engineered sand, and both sand and
water are dirty much of the time, especially in the inner-city areas. The natural
‘infrastructure’ has been squandered and is unlikely to be recovered.
State government allowed the Skyrail consortium to remove hundreds of Red Gums, some of
them centuries old, from along the Dandenong rail corridor. One very old and sturdy Red
Gum in a vacant block used as a car park at Hughesdale rail station was contested vigorously
by locals, as removal of the tree was not necessary. The Skyrail consortium compromise was
to cut the tree down in large sections, lift the sections onto a truck and take it to a warehouse,

where it would be stored until SkyRail was built. Skyrail advised the tree would be
‘reconstructed’ and replaced. I think part of the trunk was made into a park bench.
Glen Eira, where I live, has the least open space of any Melbourne municipality, as well as
the least remnant native vegetation. Glen Eira Council Open Space policies are incapable of
providing residents with adequate open space, the ratio of open space per person continuing
to decline despite large new revenues from increased development with which to buy land for
open space. Car parks are included in the Glen Eira definition of open space.
Glen Eira Council allows or encourages the moonscaping (removal of all trees) from land
subject to a development application, and development building envelopes are often
boundary to boundary, and there is no room for trees or other vegetation.
There is almost no indigenous vegetation left in Glen Eira, and remaining remnants continue
to decline.
Because there is so little open space in Glen Eira, and what remains is further declining, Glen
Eira will find there is no room for canopy trees, or any trees. So the talk of creating ‘urban
forest’ amounts to nothing.
The State Government has a large role in what happens at local government level. It can write
legislation that councils have to follow, it can give the Planning Minister powers to intervene
when councils are corrupt or at fault. Overall however, state governments have themselves
often been corrupt, and generally have supported development at the cost of all natural
environments.
Parks Victoria, rather than protecting environment is now a developer in its own right. State
and federal governments have steered away from the purpose of parks being to protect
environmental values, to parks being entertainment centres with all the comforts and luxuries
of a city centre. Infrastructure to burn up in the next fire.
PS: When I first tried to access the government Inquiry website it was offline and I was
directed to the website of the Master Builders Association. Were the mysterious forces of the
internet trying to tell me something?
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